Personal Experience with Assistive Devices

Gary Wooldridge
IBM Patient
BARSTOOL HEIGHT DIRECTORS CHAIR
UPLIFT SEAT ASSIST
LIFT CHAIR
BED RISERS
STAIRS...
TWO HANDRAILS &
A “HALF-STEP”
WALK-EASY ARM CRUTCHES
DRESSING STICK / REACH EXTENDER
ELEVATED TOILET SEAT
BATHING BENCH
GRAB BARS/HAND HELD SHOWER SPRAY/LEVER STYLE CONTROLS/ LONG HANDLED BATH SPONGE
SHOWER CHAIR / ROLL-IN SHOWER
POWER CHAIR WITH ELEVATING SEAT...
ELEVATING LEG RESTS
INVACARE RPS-350
STAND-UP LIFT
ELECTRONIC WHEELCHAIR LOCK

HAND CONTROLS & STEERING SPINNER KNOB

VAN WAS ALSO EQUIPPED WITH REDUCED EFFORT STEERING & BRAKING
COUGH ASSIST MACHINE
ASSISTIVE AIDS FOR COMPUTER

• WIRELESS MOUSE & KEYBOARD
• MOUSE PAD WITH RAISED GEL PAD WRIST SUPPORT
• MICROSOFT ON SCREEN KEYBOARD
• DRAGON NATURALLY SPEAKING VOICE RECOGNITION SOFTWARE
Miscellaneous

• REMOTE CONTROL FOR LIGHTS & FANS
• TALL STRAWS FOR DRINKING
• FONDUE FORKS (small – lightweight)
• FOLDING PORTABLE RAMP
• ADJUSTABLE BED
SUGGESTIONS / COMMENTS – OPEN DISCUSSION